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28 000 YELLOW VEST MARK1 YEAR ANNIVERSARY UNDER VIOLENCE & BURNED
CARS
DUE TO 300 VIOLENT PROTESTERS

Paris, Washington DC, 17.11.2019, 01:16 Time

USPA NEWS - 28,000 demonstrators in France including 4700 in Paris according to the Interior Ministry, 28,000 people
demonstrated in France on November 16, at the call of "yellow vests". The ministry specifies that they were 4700 in Paris. The yellow
jackets try Saturday a homecoming, with multiple calls to demonstrate everywhere in France. In Paris, first around the Place d'Italie
and then in the district of Les Halles, the situation became worse. Breakers have degraded vehicles and urban furniture elements.
Follow the latest information live. Nearly 9000 checks in Paris, have been made by the police force. The prefecture of police
announces on its Twitter account to have carried out 8861 controls in the day on Paris and to have proceeded to 124 arrests. 113
arrests in Paris

IN PARIS 300 PROTESTERS BURNED CARS AND VANDALIZED STORES & MONUMENT IN PLACE D'ITALIE
The images of the degradation of the commemorative plaque located on the central plain land of the Italian Square (Place Italie) and
paying tribute to Marshal June caused outrage. Protesters have destroyed the low walls where are recorded the feats of arms of
Marshal Africa, Tunisia and Italy. A gesture denounced by Olivier Dussotpt, Secretary of State to the Minister of Action and Public
Accounts, which speaks of "a shame".They also overturned a police car. Journalists from Le Parisien Journal, filmed a police car
returned and vandalized by protesters. "Burn this out " we hear one of them shout, while the others break the windows. The newspaper
announces that this car was in front of the police headquarters.Fires and degradations place of Italy In the early afternoon, the situation
suddenly degenerated place of Italy, from where was to leave a demonstration organized by the figure "yellow vests" Priscillia
Ludosky. Fires were lit in the square, construction equipment seized by demonstrators and damaged street furniture, resulting in a
police intervention with the help of tear gas grenades. The place was being renovated and the work was to be completed at the
beginning of December, as the Paris City Council reminds Franceinfo. In another district, central Les Halles, a few hundred protesters
provoked the police in this very commercial district of Paris, throwing projectiles at them. Several shops have preferred to close earlier
to avoid being looted. Some sporadic clashes erupt from time to time, some tear gas is fired. This confrontation lasted for hours up to
late in the evening. At the same time groups of protesters dressed in black, and very equipped, blocked the cars, on the ring road at
Porte de Champeret. Further all the violences, that occurred during the demonstration, The perceptive of Police Didier Lallement,
announced around 3pm, the ban of the demonstration in Paris, and that demonstrators should go back home and leave peacefully.
Source : AFP, France Info, Le Parisien
IN TOUOUSE SEVERAL HUNDREAD PROTESTERS DEMONSTRATED AS YELLOW VESTS MARK 1ST YEAR
ANNIVERSARY---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Several hundred "yellow vests" demonstrated Saturday in Toulouse and were dispersed many times with tear gas by the police, who
arrested 17 people. In this stronghold of the movement for a year, the police fired tear gas and made use of the water cannon against
the demonstrators only 20 minutes after the start of the parade. The "yellow vests" then turned around on a downtown boulevard. The
police again fired tear gas, dispersing the parade into several small groups. The dispersions continued for more than two hours. In the
late afternoon, only a few dozen protesters remained on the boulevards.
Three minor injuries were recorded by the State services, including 2 among the police. In the evening, two poloicemen, ended up
trapped in a laundry as few protesters were throwing material form the Parisian construction, over the glass windows. 

IN LYON TEAR GAS SHOOTING OVER THE DEMONSTRATION OF THOUSAND OF YELLOW VESTS-------------------
A thousand protesters, of the Yellow Vests movement, gathered Saturday afternoon in the heart of Lyon in an atmosphere that was
quickly tense with tear gas. Despite the ban on demonstrations in the city center, several hundred people had gathered at Place
Bellecour since 1 pm, most of them not wearing the iconic "yellow vest". In a rather confused atmosphere, some demonstrators were
going to the edge of the square. And the situation was tense near the bridge leading to the district of Guillotière, resulting in tear gas in
this busy area on Saturday. The police wanted to disperse demonstrators who were firing projectiles at them, says the Rhone
prefecture.
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